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Author Note 

SWTrails PDX has been leading group urban hikes throughout southwest Portland 

neighborhoods for over 20 years.  In 2018 a shorter, slower-paced walk was added as demand for 

a different walk from the original five-plus mile, 2.5 mph paced hike increased.  Both hikes are 

well-attended and offer an opportunity to explore the many trails through Portland Parks and 

Portland Bureau of Transportation rights-of-way as well as down the streets of the 

neighborhoods in southwest Portland.  Not wanting to rest on their laurels, SWTrails decided to 

check in with their members and followers to see if changes are needed.  Their findings are 

contained herein. 
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Abstract 

Within this document you will find a summary of the survey responses and data collected during 

the month of November 2021 by SWTrails PDX.  The goal was to gain feedback from members 

and email subscribers on current hikes, walks, and self-led hikes that were mapped during the 

COVID pandemic.  From this data SWTrails PDX then analyzed the parameters of current group 

hikes/walks to determine what, if any, modifications are needed to better meet the needs of their 

walking community.  Specific areas of interest included distance, pace, difficulty, and starting 

point for our walks/hikes. 

 

Keywords:  SWTrails, Portland Hiking Groups, Urban Hiking 
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Hike Protocol Survey Results 

SWTrails PDX is an all-volunteer community group dedicated to promoting walking and 

biking in southwest Portland, Oregon.  The group’s main objectives are to: 1) organize volunteer 

work parties; 2) work with City, County, and State planners to develop safe pedestrian routes; 3) 

advocate for safe walking/biking in southwest Portland; and 4) to lead regular monthly hikes.   

SWTrails, in answer to the inability to host group hikes during COVID, developed over 

thirty self-led hikes of differing distance and difficulty to provide an option for the community to 

keep walking on its own during this time of isolation.  Many of these self-led hikes were longer 

than what had traditionally been offered, which led SWTrails PDX to discover that there was a 

group of walkers who wanted longer and more challenging hiking opportunities.  Because the 

hikes developed during COVID were self-led, walkers could start anywhere along the route 

instead of all gathering and starting from the same location.  That led SWTrails PDX to wonder 

what the level of importance was to the walking community for hikes to always begin at the 

same place. 

SWTrails PDX therefore conducted a survey of their constituents in November 2021 to 

determine how satisfied they were with PDX’s current monthly hikes, and to see how to best 

serve the walking/hiking community on the group hikes. The survey consisted of 21 unique 

questions.  Results and discussion are found in this report 

Survey Design 

SWTrails PDX developed questions based on discussion at board meetings focused on 

wanting to evaluate whether the current configuration of hikes and walks were meeting the needs 

of their community.   Was there a need to add another category to what was currently offered?  

Were modifications needed for the current format for hikes and walks? 
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 Questions on the survey are as follows: 

Demographic Questions:  

- Age, Gender, Ethnicity, Zip Code, Fitness Level 

Participation Questions:   

- Have you participated in our group-led hikes before? If not, why?   

- Year you began hiking. Reason you join hikes.  

- How do you arrive to Group hikes?  

- How do you learn about hikes?  

- Have you participated in our Self-Led hikes?   

Rating Questions:  On a scale of one to five rate the following:  

- How important is it to always begin at the Hillsdale Food Carts? 

- How Welcome do you feel on our hikes? 

- How Safe do you feel on our hikes?   

Narrative Questions:   

- Explain the rating for each rating question.  

- Other Comments 

Other Questions:  

- Should we add a third hike?  If yes, what should this third hike be called?  

- Contact Information 

- Overall Rating of the trail network in southwest Portland.  

 

Community Response 

107 members of the community participated in the survey. 
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Key Takeaways 

Board members met to discuss the survey responses and identified six primary 

takeaways: 

1. Seek to gain more diversity (age and ethnicity) among SWT hike participants.  

2. Starting place may vary, expanding the options to explore more of the parks and areas in 

southwest Portland 

3. Explore adding a third hike (4 to 5 mi) 

4. Develop more self-led hikes (popular and in demand) 

5. Data supports our current distance configuration of 5 to 7 miles at a pace of 2.5 mph for the 

hikes and 2 to 4 miles at a pace of 2 mph for the walks. 

6. Accentuate “Explore” and “Exercise” as key components of our hikes.  

 

Implementation 

The survey’s key takeaways will drive SWTrails PDX’s modifications to guided walks 

and hikes. Goals for each takeaway are as follows: 

Increase participation in group hikes from a more diverse population  

- Develop partnerships with organizations that will support ethnic diversity 

- Explore ways to reach out to a greater age range of walkers 

- Include special instructions in each walk description that: 

o  Note bus connections to hike/walk starting points 

o Suggest use of walking sticks when appropriate for hike terrain 

o Identify if hikes and walks support the use of strollers/wheelchairs   
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Vary starting points to expand opportunities to explore more of the parks and areas in 

southwest Portland  

- Develop more hikes and walks that begin at various locations throughout southwest Portland 

Explore adding a third hike 4 to 5 miles in length  

- Continue discussions with the Board and walking community to determine if logistics 

support adding a third walk, e.g., hike leaders, hike mappers, etc. 

Develop more self-led hikes (popular and in demand) 

- Explore paths for additional self-led hikes 

- Map and publish self-led hikes using ArcGIS 

Offer 2nd Saturday Hikes that are 5 to 7 miles long and are at a pace of 2.5 mph, and 3rd 

Saturday Walks that are 2 to 4 miles long and are at a pace of 2.0 mph 

- Develop additional 2nd and 3rd Saturday hikes and walks 

- Seek additional hike and walk leaders 

Accentuate “Explore” and “Exercise” as key components of our hikes.  

- Include references to exploring southwest Portland in hike and walk descriptions, and on 

SWTrails’ website and social media 

- Include references to walking as exercise in hike and walk descriptions, and on SWTrails’ 

website and social media 
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Survey Responses 

The following pages contain a summary of responses from the survey. 

1)  Age 

Over 80 percent of the people responding were over 55 years old, which might impact results for 

questions that may be age-related.  No clear cause can be identified for the skewed age range, 

whether it is something as simple as more mature individuals may be more likely to take the 

survey or more mature individuals may choose to participate in group hikes.  These results 

identify a need for participation from a greater age diversity.  
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2) Gender 

Gender 

is more for information only.  No real conclusions from this at this time. 

 

3) Ethnicity  

Ethnic diversity is clearly a challenge, and prompts one of the major take-aways from this 

survey. 
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4) Fitness Condition 

Data is as expected as SWTrails PDX offers hiking and walking opportunities in hilly sw 

Portland where a higher level of fitness is valuable. 
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5) Have you participated in our group hikes? 

It is interesting to note the high number of respondents who do not participate in SWTrails 

PDX‘s group hikes.     

6) What prevents you from participating in our walks? 

No surprises that a busy schedule is the major reason for not participating in the group hikes. A 

summary table of reasons pepole cannot participate can be found in the table below.  
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Reason Count Percentage of Total 

I would like a walk 4 to 5 miles 6 5.6% 

Current walks/hikes are too long 4 3.7% 

Current walks/hikes are too short 3 2.8% 

Walks/hikes are too fast 1 0.9% 

Walks/hikes are too slow 2 1.8% 

Busy Schedule 24 22.4% 

Limited by my walking ability 2 1.8% 

Other 18 16.8% 

 

7) Reason you join hikes 

 

Reason Count Percentage of Total 

Develop Friendship 36 33.6% 

Get more exercise 48 44.8% 

Explore the neighborhood 56 52.3% 

Accompany someone who needs exercise 5 4.6% 

Other 3 2.8% 
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8) Which hikes have you participated in? 

 

9) How do you arrive to SWTrails Group Hikes? 

SWTrails PDX is now including bus stop information for its hikes to support those that depend 

on public transportation to arrive at the hike starting point. 
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10) How do you learn about our hikes? 

 

11) In your mind, what is a “Long Hike”? 

 Word Cloud summary of responses: 

 

This question was open-ended to gauge the opinion of our survey respondents about  

what constitues a “Long Hike”.  The wordcloud sumarizes responses in a handy graphic.  

The table below lists all of the responses recived.  
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Response 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CoCount 

7 miles 5 

6 miles 5 

10+ miles 4 

5+ miles 3 

5 miles 3 

Over 6 miles 2 

Over 10 miles 2 

More than 6 miles 2 

Anything over 5 miles 2 

8-10 miles 2 

8+ miles 2 

8 miles 2 

20 miles 2 

>8 miles 2 

Three hours, six miles 1 

Ten miles 1 

Over two hours 1 

over an hour 1 
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Response 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CoCount 

over 7 miles 1 

over 4 miles 1 

One that tires me out!!! Either too long or too much elevation gain. 1 

nine miles 1 

Multiple miles with some elevation chanage. 1 

More than about 5-6 miles 1 

more than 5 miles on pavement 1 

More than 5 miles 1 

More than 4 miles. 1 

more than 3 miles 1 

Long hikes are anything over 6 miles 1 

In this neighborhood context, Over 2 hours. On a trail in the forest, over 4 hours 1 

in city: 4-5 miles. on trails: 9 miles, 10 miles sometimes. 1 

Greater than 5 miles. 1 

Greater than 12 miles 1 

Fifteen plus Km 1 

Anything over 3 miles 1 

anything more than 3 miles round trip is too long for me. Not for others, but for m

e. 

1 
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Response 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CoCount 

8-9 miles 1 

8+ 1 

8 to 10 miles 1 

8 plus 1 

8 or more miles 1 

8 mi + 1 

7-11 miles 1 

7-10 miles 1 

7 - 8 miles or more 1 

6-8 miles 1 

6-7 1 

6-10 miles 1 

6+ miles 1 

6 or more miles 1 

6 miles or more. 1 

6 mile 1 

5-7 miles is long on pavement (not long on a trail). 1 

5-7 miles 1 
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Response 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CoCount 

5+ miles, 500+ ft elevation gain 1 

5 or 6 miles 1 

5 miles, but I cannot do that any longer. Am interested in self-led routes 1 

5 - 10 miles 1 

4-5 miles 1 

4 or more miles 1 

4 miles 1 

3-4 hours, more than 7 miles 1 

3 hours 1 

2.5 + hours 1 

18 miles 1 

15+ miles 1 

15 miles 1 

12 miles plus 1 

10-12 miles 1 

10-12 k 1 

10 plus 1 

>7 miles 1 
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12) Would you be interested in a THIRD walk/hike: 4 to 5 miles long at a moderate pace? 

 

13) What should we call this third hike? 

 Word Cloud response: 

 

 Response Count 

Moderate 4 

Moderate hike 3 

Unreasonable Moderates 1 
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 Response Count 

The Go Getters 1 

The 1.5-2 hr hike 1 

Moderate or medium hike. 1 

midway hikes 1 

Middle of the Road walk 1 

Middle of the Road Hike 1 

Mid 1 

Medium hike 1 

Medium 1 

Lazy-Daze 1 

Intermediate 1 

In the middle 1 

Hikes for the timid but hopeful 1 

Hike for Normal People not looking to count steps or brag to people about how far they hike. 1 

Happy middle 1 

Brisk 1 

Between 1 

Advanced Hike 1 

A "moderate" hike. 1 

5 miles or bust 1 

4th Saturday 1 
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 Response Count 

4-5 mile hike! 1 

4/5 hike 1 

"the 10am not weekend hike" 1 

"Tell Washington County to not remove paper street trails hikes" I'm not sure. 1 

 

 

14) Have you participated in our Self-Led Hikes? 

 

15) Please tell us what you like about our Self-Led Hikes? 
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Response Count 

Well-described routes. Visit new areas, good exercise, self-paced. 1 

We couldn't figure it out completely even using the map 1 

We can choose the day and time that we hike, how long we hike and where we hike. We do miss the comradery of 

hiking with others. 

1 

way to explore the neighborhood on my own schedule, pre mapped walk or run 1 

Time flexible clear descriptions of what to expect 1 

They've introduced me to neighborhoods I've never explored. I especially like the little hidden stairways, connecting 

parks, and varied terrain. They're great!! 

1 

They’ve been a wonderful resource in times of Covid. A great discovery for us 1 

They are self-led. 1 

These have been fantastic, have hiked most of them, thank you so much for them. 1 

The very best thing to ever happen in SW Portland! Thanks 1 

The routes are created and well described. 1 

The map app rocks! Love the combo of trails and neighborhoods and not having to do much advance mental route 

planning. Just track myself on the map! Brilliant!! 

1 

The convenience of going when weather and schedule is good 1 

Seeing other parts of the southwest that I wouldn't otherwise explore. 1 

Seeing new pathways through so many areas I would not normally visit 1 

Safe in covid times. Adjustable to my preferences. 1 

Route-finding! Discovering new pass-throughs! Seeing familiar places from new perspectives! 1 

no crowd, no waiting to get started 1 

Nice to walk/hike with only one other person. The group hikes are fun but can be too large. 1 
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Response Count 

My schedule and social distance 1 

Love the variety, the mapping, the varied lengths 1 

Love the variety, the good map app. 1 

Lots of interesting NEW places close to home in SW Portland to check out! 1 

learning about neighborhood trails 1 

It's a great way to explore the neighborhood on my own without having to meet at a particular location and time. 1 

It is so much fun to explore and navigate new areas. 1 

I really like hiking and exploring by myself or with my dog. I really enjoy it at my own pace and my own schedule. 1 

I like to stop and take pictures and wander, pick up litter etc... 1 

I like the incredible variety and the routes through unfamiliar/off ht beaten path areas, to to mention being able to go 

whenever I want with the excellent maps. 

1 

I like that they are posted on the website. When I'm trying to find new ideas about places to walk of run, it is a nice p

lace to look- lots of good routes. 

1 

I like having specific routes I can do at my own pace and schedule. I have discovered a lot about SW neighborhood

s through the hikes! 

1 

I like exploring new places and new trails. 1 

I did these with my sister’s family during the pandemic and it was such a great outdoor activity for us! I loved finding 

new places in my neighborhood, thank you! 

1 

I can go any time, anywhere at my choosing. Love the gps. 1 

hard to find the signs sometimes 1 

good maps, ability to find a new walk on my schedule 1 

Good directions 1 
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Response Count 

Freedom to take when the mood strikes - a little bit like streaming shows and movies! 1 

Flexible time, explore new areas 1 

Flexibility. One can do more or less than the route. 1 

Exploring w a friend, fresh air, exercise, neighborhood coffee 1 

Exploring the neighborhood 1 

Exploring new exercise routes that are a loop 1 

Everything!!!! 1 

Easy, convenient. 1 

Don’t have to worry about my dog and can go on my schedule 1 

Do at my own pace 1 

discovering new areas and hidden trails 1 

Discovering neighborhoods 1 

can walk them at anytime 1 

Can schedule at times that work for me/hiking partners. 1 

Can go on own schedule, and have a walking partner (spouse) 1 

Can do them during the week, between 2nd Saturdays. 1 

Can do the hike on my own schedule 1 

Available any time of the week. Introduces us to other neighborhoods for walking.l 1 

ability to explore other neighborhood areas i maynot be familiar with 1 

A COVID lifesaver - thank you so much for providing this resource (note that some direction descriptions have been 

unclear) 

1 
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16) On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is it that hikes always begin at the Hillsdale Food Carts? 

It is not important that all hikes start at the same place. Varying the starting point supports 

walkers to explore more neighborhoods and parks in southwest Portland. 

 

17) If you feel it is important, please explain why? 

 

Response Count 

While it's good to be consistent, sometimes it might be more expedient to start hikes closer to the trail sit

e. 

1 
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Response Count 

We have amazing trails all over the Portland area 1 

Time considerations. A longer hike needs to begin where the trail starts without commuting. 1 

There is very good public transit considering it is the suburban-type part of Portland. There are some bik

e routes, but some trails are greatly needed in the outer parts of southwest Portland. 

1 

Starting at the food carts limits what we can access even in a 6-7 mile hike. 1 

Start location should vary. 1 

Seeing different parts of Portland 1 

Parking 1 

No mix up in where to meet 1 

More people will participate if starting location vRies 1 

Just depends on parking availability 1 

It's nice to see different places but it's fun to get food at the food carts when we're done. 1 

I. Don’t . Feel. It’s. Responsible. To. Drive. To. A. Hike. 1 

I live in Beaverton 1 

I have not gone on a group hike yet, but plan to. The food carts are near my home, but I could go somew

here else 

1 

I don't care where the walks start, but there must be available parking. 1 

I am open to exploring other areas, open to meeting at other hiking locations. 1 

Hikes should start anywhere. 1 

Enables us to explore many different neighborhoods, not just the ones that are walking distance from Hill

sdale. Trying to carpool to a 2nd location from Hillsdale just means that someone will get lost... 

1 
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Response Count 

Driving to the start location means being able to avoid being in a car pool. 1 

Different start locations might allow more hiking options 1 

Consistency can be a virtue 1 

a lot of parking available 1 

9 am is early for me. change the day. Why always on weekend? How bout TU or Th? 1 

  

18) On a scale of 1 to 5, how welcome do you feel on our hikes? 

 

19) If you do not feel welcome, please explain why:  

Response Count 

Severe pet allergy. Would prefer some walks/hikes without dogs. 1 

People don't always make an effort to talk to me. Most people seem to come with someone else and long time parti

cipants know each other. 

1 

New to town, unsure about Covid 1 

Know nothing about group except what heard from friend 1 

I just don't know anyone, and so it feels v unknown to me 1 
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Response Count 

I got chewed out on my first hike at Smith Elementary for literally being 1 minute late. I couldn't believe it. 1 

I don't want the covid vaccine or wear a mask. 1 

20) On a scale of 1 to 5, how safe do you feel on our hikes? 

 

21) If you do not feel safe, choose from the list what makes you feel unsafe:  

 

Reason Count Percentage of Total 

Lack of Sidewalks 4 3.7% 

Lack of Crosswalks 6 5.6% 

Traffic ignoring speed limits 7 6.5% 

Too many blind corners 3 2.8% 

Overgrown vegetation 4 3.7% 

Other 10 9.3% 
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22) Provide any other comments you may have:  

 

Response Count 

You didn't give an option about the 3rd hike to indicate I have opinion. 1 

Would you consider medium length (1.5-2 hours) hikes during the week in the afternoon? We are often busy on the week-ends. 

. 

1 

Why can't there be 'dog-less' hikes? 1 

We love the self lead hikes because we cannot join on Saturdays. Please continue to publish the routes so that we can enjoy the

m on our own time frame. Thanks so much for doing this. 

1 

we live near a SW trails hike, and the trail is not well marked (near Orchid and Ashcreek) 1 

Very appreciative of the trail work you provide and opportunity for the community to explore them. 1 

there was no "not applicable" option for the questions about welcome & safety, that would have been the most appropriate resp

onse for me because I've never been on one of the hikes. 

1 

The trail network in Portland is a treasure that few other cities possess. 1 

The SWTrails organization is an amazing group of dedicated volunteers. Thanks to everyone 1 

the last question doesn’t describethe scale. i put 5forawesome 1 

The hike leaders are great and much appreciated. 1 
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Response Count 

Thanks to Dave Manville 1 

Thank you for putting this together, the self led hikes were my main form of entertainment before the vaccine! 1 

Thank you all for your great walks and trails! 1 

So sorry, I have so little to add. It seems I am always otherwise occupied, family, my own walks (with some jogging, still so im

portant to me) and such. I just honor the organization!! 

1 

So impressed with the SW trails teams … a great community effort .. very glad to have found you 1 

rename strolls or change length and pace. the few i have been on were faster than a stroll. 1 

Please provide the gps link to monthly hikes 1 

Please have a hike on Tuesday or Thursday that starts at 10amand goes at a moderate pace for 4miles. I would attend. 1 

PBOT must physically reduce vehicle speeds. 1 

Maybe "moderate 5 mile" 1 

Love 1 

It's great to get outside and enjoy -- and share with others -- our beautiful SW hills. 1 

Is there a way for hiker to rate and share the self-led-hikes posted on SWTrail site? 1 

I’ve only done 3 self led and hope to do them all in the coming year. I felt very safe. Also felt welcome but I think your questio

n is aimed at group hikes. 

1 

I’d like to bike to hike. 1 

I would love it if you continued to expand the self-guided hikes and continue to include South Waterfront connections. Thanks f

or everything you all do! 

1 

I think we need to reach out to school age kids to get them to help us help them. Let's talk with churches and even people in Wa

shington County. 

1 

I think more trails are essential, keep up the good work. 1 
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Response Count 

I really appreciate all of the trail work that SW Trails has done. 1 

I hope you will continue posting new self-led hikes to your website. Thanks for making SW trails accessible in this way! 1 

I have never been on a group hike 1 

I have never been on any of your hikes 1 

I don't hike often with you because you start too early. 9 am is too early to start hiking on weekends. I probably will not come a

gain if the time continues to be 9 am. Let the hard hike start at 9, maybe vary for the other two? 

1 

I did a team building Zoom presentation at work during the lockdown. International audience. My subject was SW trails in PD

X. People were amazed. Lots of photos from the website and personal from the hikes. 

1 

I am more than 55. I would like to walk with others, maybe small groups? 1 

I always have a great time on these hikes, and enjoy exploring new neighborhoods and seeing the latest SW Trails projects. 1 

Have met friends and enjoyed hikes 1 

From reading the descriptions I think the group is welcoming. I would feel safe participating 1 

Consistency matters that way no one is left wondering, confused where to meet or left behind. 1 

Comments are for those whose health allows them to be strong hikers. 1 

Big fan. Have completed all routes over 5 miles, including 21 for 2021. Hoping to see a 22 for 2022 posted by year end. 1 

Being POC friendly is helpful 1 

Appreciate all the support by the volunteers 1 

Any other starting spots should have reasonable trimet access and bicycle lockup facilities as well as car parking and restrooms 

at origin or on the route. 

1 

Although I've never been on one, I feel safe walking anywhere in SW 1 

paper map. It took me a DECADE to figure out organization behind the Trail signs. 1 
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23) Overall Rating of the trail network in SW Portland:  

 

 

24) Responses Mapped by Zip Code:  

 

Count of Responses by ZIP 

Code 


